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Project Overview
CASPER project has just completed 24 months. Fellows have focused on
continuing the research work, submitting new papers to international
conferences and journals, and exchanging know-how through the ongoing
secondments. In parallel, many outreach activities have been conducted,
with emphasis on events open not only to the expert audience but also to
the general public (e.g. high school students).
In this issue, find information about the status of current technical work, as
well as about the outreach events where CASPER has been present.

CASPER word cloud (tagxedo.com)
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CASPER main scientific achievements so far
Description of the major CASPER scenarios
KPIs identification and analysis per scenario
Requirements analysis per scenario
CASPER middleware architecture description and per scenario configuration
Description of the QoE management support framework
Abstract integration of this framework into CASPER architecture
Analysis of parametric QoE models

CASPER in international exhibitions
By participating in international forums and exhibitions, IQU promoted the achievement of the CASPER
project. Some photos from these events are depicted below. As a representative example, we note here the
IoT solutions world congress 2017 in Barcelona, where IQU presented preliminary implementations of the
CASPER testbed.
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CASPER in Marie Curie Researchers’ Night
UOA participated in Researchers’ Night, a Marie Curie Action event that takes place annually in many
EU cities with the aim to bring science closer to non-specialized audience. CASPER concept was
successfully presented on September 30, 2016, and on September 29, 2017, in a historical building of
the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA) in the centre of Athens.

CASPER in NKUA open day
CASPER took the opportunity to increase its visibility and
present the achievements of the first two years of the
project in an open day organized by the National and
Kapodistrian University of Athens, at the Department of
Informatics and Telecommunications on 24/11/2017.
This open day took place in the framework of the
celebration of 180 years since the establishment of the
University, The aim of this initiative has been to inform
especially high school students about the subject of study
in the Department and tour them in the university
campus.
In this event, staff from ADAPTERA and UoA, presented
to public audience the CASPER QoE estimation tool, and
explained the main objectives of the CASPER project as
well as the principles of the MSCA programme.

CASPER’s booth in NKUA open day
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CASPER
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Publications in 2017

Prof. Lazaros Merakos
Dr. Nikos Passas

-

Communication Networks
Laboratory
Department of Informatics and
Telecommunications
University of Athens
Panepistimiopolis, Ilissia
Athens, 15784
Greece

-

Mailing list
casper@di.uoa.gr
LinkedIn
Casper_group (open group)
Twitter
@casper_project

-

Wiki
Casper_Wiki (only for members)

-
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CASPER in social media

Follow us on Twitter @casper_project
Join CASPER group in LinkedIn to keep up to date with the project progress.
And visit out Research Gate page “CASPER”!

